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Abstract
Service composition, which achieves the goal of value-added services, has been considered as the core technique of Service-oriented Computing (SOC). To cope with the challenge of ever-increasing number of web services, graph-based web service network has emerged as a potential solution to the state of art SOC. In such a way, composite services are constructed by applying searching algorithms to the built graph, and proved to achieve outstanding performance in complexity. However, web service network suffers two crucial disadvantages: poor connectivity and negative links, and both of them have crucial negative impact on service composition. To cope with the problems, we propose two methods in this paper. Firstly, leveraging social network analysis, we focus on enriching web service network by adding valuable services, which will play positive roles in solving poor connective problem. Secondly, we show a serious status that numerous negative links contained in the underlying networks, and then we propose to identify and remove the negative links based on users’ historical composite services.

Introduction
Service-oriented Computing (SOC) is gaining increasing interest by researchers, especially as it links up with semantic techniques (Martin & Domingue 2007). Composing existing web services is the key technique of SOC tasks, since it is the primary way to satisfy users’ complex requirements, as well as to achieve the goal of “value-added” services. Current service composition approaches are essentially based on sophisticated AI-Planning techniques (Sirin et al. 2004; Peer 2005; Oh, Lee & Kumara 2006). Particularly, to cope with the challenge of ever-increasing number of web services on the Internet, graph-based web service network has been considered as a potential solution to the state of art SOC techniques.

In general, a web service network consists of nodes and links, where each node represents a web service and each link indicates the interaction between services (e.g. in a simple paradigm, if service A has an output a, and service B has an input a, then B can call A for composing, thus a directed link is associated with the two services (A→B)). Due to the nature of web service network, the ties of the network imply the interoperability among services. Hence, composite services can be automatically computed by searching algorithms to the network. (Hashemian & Mavaddat 2005, 2006) for example, proposed modeling available web services as well as their inputs-outputs information into a dependency graph. Therefore, a composite service could be computed by using searching algorithms among connectable services. Similarly, in the work by (Shin, Lee & Suda 2009), the authors proposed a two-layer service relation graph including enriching the functional semantics of services, as well as corresponding composing method, which performed significant influence in time complexity as well as accuracy. Both of the works (Hashemian & Mavaddat 2005, 2006; Shin, Lee & Suda 2009) pointed out that graph-search based service composing methods yielded low time complexity, compared with most of other AI-based approaches.

However, graph-search based service composing techniques still suffer high complexity and low efficiency bottlenecks, since they essentially rely on the connectivity and validity of the based web service network. For first, isolated services in a networked service graph cannot be involved in composing. In addition, in our study, we have observed that web service network contains a large number of negative links. E.g. the “car price” service returns price of cars for users who intend to buy a car, and “coffeewithwhiskey price” service returns a...
coffeewithwhiskey for the given price. The two services are connected by a “price” link (“car price”→ “coffeewithwhiskey price”) in the web service network. Clearly the link could be easily identified by human that it is incorrect, since the two connected services no relation in practical context. Obviously, negative links will lead to high time complexity while composing services, as well as results that deviate from users’ intended requirements.

To facilitate graph-search based service composing, it is crucial that the problems both poor connectivity and negative links in the web service network have to be taken into account. The objective of this paper is to optimize web service network for solving the two above challenges. More concretely, our contributions are:

**Enrich the connectivity for web service network.** We first generate the original web service network from the services dataset, and show that a number of isolated services are intuitively observed from visualization of the network. Then we perform the social network analysis (SNA 1) to find the underlying properties of the built graph. Moreover, we focus on how to add generated services to the built network for enriching its connectivity. The most crucial contribution behind is how to define valuable services that much-needed by the network. Experimental evaluations show that our findings and approach play a positive role to web service network.

**Prune negative links using users’ historical composite services.** A simple yet effective method is proposed for extracting basic composition units from users’ historical composite services, which can be mapped into links in the underlying networks. Therefore, by identifying basic composition units based on a learning mechanism, we can prune those negative links.

**Dataset and Web Service Network**

**Description of the dataset**

The dataset used in our work is OWL-S Service Retrieval Test Collection, version 3.0 (OWL-TC3) 2, which was released in July, 06, 2009. In total, OWLS-TC3 contains 1007 semantic web services (i.e. 1007 .owl files) described by OWL-S language(OWL-S 2004) as well as divided into seven different domains, 23 different ontologies (i.e. 23 .owl files) for specifying the semantics of input/output (I/O) concepts of services, and others. It should be noted that there are two main restrictions in OWLS-TC services: services are directly described by only atomic process, and no precondition and effect parameter values are specified (i.e. they can be viewed as stateless services). We parsed the most popular 4 domain services (i.e. communication, economy, education & travel) in OWLS-TC as the dataset in our study, and extracted a sub-ontology from the 23 different ontologies, as summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># parsed services</th>
<th>867</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extracted sub-ontology size(# classes)</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># parsed services used in this work</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># parameters(both inputs and outputs)</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Dataset. We abandoned 77 parsed services since they either have no inputs or have no outputs.

**Designing of original graph-based web services network**

In this section, we form the dataset into two types of networks. Firstly, we define some basic notations:

**Definition 1** (Parameters). \( P = \{ p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_m \} \) denotes the I/O concepts of services.

**Definition 2** (Ontology). Let \( T = \{ c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_l \} \) be the ontology we extracted. More specially, to completely specify the semantics of \( P \), we have \( P \subseteq T \), as the dataset we comprised in Table1.

**Definition 3** (Services). Let \( S = \{ s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n \} \) be the set of services in the dataset. Each service \( s_i \in S \) is represented by a tuple \( s_i =< l_i, O_i > \), where \( l_i \subseteq P \) and \( O_i \subseteq P \) are the associated I/O of services.

**Definition 4** (Service-parameter network). A directed graph is formalized as \( SPN = (\{ S \cup P \}, E^{SPN}) \), where each \( e \in E^{SPN} \) includes four types of relations:

- \( R^{st-P} \): for a service \( s_i =< l_i, O_i > \), if \( p \in l_i \).
- \( R^{P-s} \): for a service \( s_i =< l_i, O_i > \), if \( p \in O_i \).
- \( R^{P_i-P_j} \): for any two parameters \( p_i, p_j \in P \), if \( p_j \) is the parent or ancestor concept of \( p_i \) in \( T \).
- \( R^{P_i-P_j} \): for any two parameters \( p_i, p_j \in P \), if they are semantically equal to each other in \( T \).

We emphasize that our SPN is similar to the I/O dependency graph presented by (Hashemian & Mavaddat 2005, 2006), and almost the same as data dependency graph (the bottom layer of their two-layered graph) in (Shin, Lee & Suda, 2009). The main difference between I/O dependency graph and data dependency graph was that services were also regard as nodes in data dependency graph, our SPN differs from data dependency graph that we enhance the semantics by including both parent–child and ancestor–child semantic relation in \( R^{P_i-P_j} \). The purpose of adding ancestor–child semantics is to evaluate more thorough importance of concepts by their degrees in SPN (the feature is useful in next section). For example in Figure 1(Similar to the example in (Shin, Lee & Suda, 2009)), the Geo_Entity concept maintains a degree of 3 in SPN, rather than a degree of 2 in data dependency graph. Since measuring node importance by its degree only

---

1 Here we use term “SNA” since we consider that web services also capture interactions which are much like human activities.

reveals “local” features, adding ancestor–child semantics can reasonably catch more “global” features in semantics.

**Definition 5** (Service-service network). A directed graph is formalized as $SSN = (S, E^{SSN})$, where each $e \in E^{SSN}$ denotes the sequence relationship among services. It seems $SSN$ is almost the same as the action graph in (Shin, Lee & Suda 2009). However, there is an essential difference between the two graphs that action concepts and services may hold one-to-many relationship in action graph.

The purpose of constructing $SSN$ is to characterize more potential features of web service network for facilitating SOC, as studied later in this work. The process of constructing $SPN$ and $SSN$ are given in Algorithm1 and Algorithm2 respectively. Due to the limited space of paper, detailed descriptions are not presented, while necessary statements can refer to the definitions.

**Network Optimization**

**Visualization and Basic SNA for Initial Networks**

In this section, we track the two generated networks $SPN$ and $SSN$ by employing Pajek (de Nooy, Mrvar & Batagelj 2005), and use visualization to intuitively analyze the two networks, as shown in Figure 2. From Figure 2(right), the visualization of $SSN$, we can clearly witness a large body of isolated services. Some statistical findings about the two networks are summarized in Table 2.

**Enrich graph-based web services network**

Thus far we described how to construct original web service networks $SPN$ and $SSN$, as well as some basic analysis about them. We now present how to enrich web service networks, and show its significance in practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td>Provide the capital of a country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>Dist_KM</td>
<td>Calculate the distance between 2 cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_3$</td>
<td>Geo_Entity</td>
<td>Latitude, Longitude</td>
<td>Inform latitude/longitude for a geographical entity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: An illustration of $SPN$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_1$</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Capital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>Dist_KM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_3$</td>
<td>Geo_Entity</td>
<td>Latitude, Longitude</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Algorithm1: $SPN$ construction**

**Input**: Services set $S$, an ontology $T$

**Result**: Graph $SPN$

// Most notations below can be found in the definitions;

1. $SPN \leftarrow \emptyset$
2. **for each** service $s \in S$ **do**
3.   **for each** concept $co \in s.O$ **do**
4.     $SPN \leftarrow SPN \cup \{ s \rightarrow co \} /!SPN$  
5. **for each** concept $ct \in s.I$ **do**
6.     $SPN \leftarrow SPN \cup \{ ct \rightarrow s \} /!SPN$
7. **for each** concept $a \in P$
8.   **for each** concept $b \in P$
9.     **if** $a \neq b$
10.      **if** $a$ is the parent or ancestor of $b$ in $T$
11.         $SPN \leftarrow SPN \cup \{ b \rightarrow a \} /!SPN$
12. /* We do not compute whether there is an “$a \rightarrow b$” edge for avoiding duplicate computing; */
13. **if** $a$ is semantically equal to $b$ in $T$
14.     $SPN \leftarrow SPN \cup \{ a \leftrightarrow b \} /!SPN$

15. **Return** $SPN$

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$SPN$</td>
<td>$SSN$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># vertices—Total</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># vertices—I/O concepts</td>
<td>790</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># vertices—Services</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># vertices—I/O concepts with 0 In-Degree</td>
<td>2504</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># links</td>
<td>97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Statistical findings of $SPN$ & $SSN$. These findings are useful in optimizing networks.
Empirically, we consider the problem of isolated web services in $SSN$ was related to the degree of I/O concepts in $SPN$. Since I/O concepts maintaining a zero in-degree in $SPN$ imply that there is no service provides them as outputs. Consequently, in $SSN$, there is no service directing to those services with only zero in-degree concepts as inputs in $SPN$. To verify above statement, we simply create a super service, wherein the outputs consist of all 65 zero in-degree concepts in $SPN$, and without loss of generality, the inputs are represented by a fair concept which both in-degree and out-degree are non-zero in $SPN$ (here we use "city"). We perform some typical SNA on both original $SSN$ and $SSN$ by adding super service ($SSN'$), as summarized in Table 3.

Moreover, we also evaluate small world effect about the two networks. (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) suggested that small world network should possess a small average distance, and a large clustering coefficient. In this paper, we follow the proximity ratio proposed by (Walsh, 1999) to measure small world effect:

$$\mu = \frac{\bar{C}}{\bar{C}_r} \frac{L}{L}$$

where $\bar{C}$ and $L$ denote the average distance and average distance defined by a random network (same size) respectively. In service-based networks, roughly speaking, small world effect implies that the spread of dataflow among services is fast, and most pairs of services could be connected by a short path. This is significant for composing service, as we can make an estimate that composite services can be computed in limited steps.

From Table 3, there are two main improvements benefitting from adding the super service:

- Isolated services in $SSN$ are connected in $SSN'$;
- Resulting a better small world effect in $SSN'$ than $SSN$ (however, both of them struggle with weak small world effect, according the proximity ratio $\mu$).

Therefore, adding such a super service can significantly enrich the web service network. However, it is impractical to construct such a super service. It is more reasonable in practice that web service network is dynamic and capturing a gradual increase with fine-grained functional services. We address this challenge by predicting valuable services which are much-needed to be added into network. To do so, we mentioned before that zero in-degree concepts in $SPN$ might lead to isolated services in $SSN$. Moreover, when a zero in-degree concept in $SPN$ also maintains a high out-degree, we say that the concept is crucial and much-needed. Thus, for every zero in-degree concept in $SPN$, we created a service, wherein the output is the corresponding zero in-degree concept, and the input is represented by a fair concept which both in-degree and out-degree are non-zero in $SPN$ (here we still use "city"). To measure how important the new created services are, for each of them, we specify an important factor determined by the out-degree value of the corresponding zero in-degree concept in $SPN$. Then we add each new created service into $SSN$ separately, thus we have 65 enriched $SSN$s (each has 791 vertices). We perform SNA on the 65 enriched $SSN$s to measure importance of the new added service.

Three typical measures of centrality are studied: degree centrality, betweenness centrality and closeness centrality, as well as their ranking position in the corresponding networks, as shown in Figure 3. Degree centrality of a service in $SSN$ is defined by its degree (For simplicity, degree value of nodes in $SSN$ in this paper means total degree, i.e. both the in-degree and out-degree). Generally speaking, the higher of degree centrality a service maintains, it often holds a more active role and a more advantaged position. Rather than degree centrality which measures only local centrality of a service, services with higher betweenness centrality imply that they will more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$N'$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$D$</th>
<th>$K$</th>
<th>$L$</th>
<th>$C$</th>
<th>$L_r$</th>
<th>$C_r$</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$SSN$</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>13818</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>34.98</td>
<td>4.429</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>2.520</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>1.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SSN'$</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14528</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>36.73</td>
<td>5.122</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>2.618</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>2.172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

how to enrich the poor connectivity between components by analyzing more “global” measures.

**Prune negative links using users’ historical behavior.**

As the example we showed in section 1, a crucial issue comes from the fact that there are a lot of negative links in web service network. In this section we describe how to identify and thus prune negative links based on users’ historical composite services. The idea is briefly followed as: since composite services generated by graph-search based service composing can be specified in form of chains or sub-graphs. We decompose composite services into pieces as corresponding to links in SSN. Hence, we can learn positive links from correct composite services, and negative links from composite services abandoned by users (those failed to satisfy users’ requirements). Concrete description of the proposed methods is presented below.

We first state a requirement that all the composite services here are generated based on graph-based service network. Let \( CS \) be a composite service. To represent a \( CS \), we define two operators: \( (“+”) \) denotes two services are sequentially composed, and \( (“−”) \) denotes two services are composed in parallel. Also, the two operators qualify the following properties for any given three services \( A, B \) and \( C \): \( A+B=B+A; \ A+B=B\cdot A; \ (A+B)\cdot C=A+C+B\cdot C. \) We emphasize that any \( CS \) (neglecting the involved I/Os) can be represented by joining the involved services with \( (“+”) \) and \( (“−”) \)

4. Note the two operators defined here slightly differ from the four operators in (Hashemian & Mavaddat 2006) due to the underlying nature of the based graphs.

We denote a smallest composite unit as an atomic composite service(ACS), which consists of only two single services and sequentially connected by \( (“+) \). Apparently, an ACS is corresponding to a link in SSN (e.g. \( A\rightarrow B \) means \( A\rightarrow B \) in SSN). To decompose a given \( CS \), we firstly transform all its \( (A+..+B)\cdot C \) parts into \( A\cdot C+..+B\cdot C \), thus we could obtain all ACSs by splitting \( CS \) with \( (“−”) \).

Next, based on users’ historical CSs, we show how to identify positive and negative ACSs. Four sets are used:

- A candidate positive ACS set (CPACS) for representing the candidate positive ACSs,
- A positive ACS set (PACS) for representing ACSs which have been identified as positive from CPACS by a positive threshold \( (threshold_+) \);
- A candidate negative ACS set (CNACS) for representing the candidate negative ACSs,
- A negative ACS set (NACS) for representing ACSs which have been identified as negative from CNACS by a negative threshold \( (threshold_-) \).

For each ACS, it is associated with a counter to identify that an ACS can be viewed as positive or negative, if its counter exceeds certain thresholds (thresholds are derived

---

5There are various explanations about the two centrality measures in different area. Methods of computing centrality in our work can refer to Pajek (de Nooy, Mrvar & Batagelj 2005).

6Interested readers can verify the two operators in the composite example of (Shin, Lee & Suda, 2009) by neglecting parameters.
from experience). The process of identifying ACSs is given in Algorithm 3. By identifying ACSs, we can prune the negative links based on NACS. We argue that in practice this process should be dynamic and viewed from an evolutionary perspective.

**Algorithm 3:** Identifying and pruning negative links from users’ historical CS

**Input:** Graph SSN, CS, CPACS, PACS, CNACS, NACS

**Result:** Graph SSN, CPACS, PACS, CNACS, NACS

1. begin
2. \( ACS \leftarrow \text{decompose}(CS) \)
3. if CS is a successfully used composite service by user
4. for each ACS\(_i\) ∈ ACS do
5. \( \begin{align*} & \text{if } ACS\(_i\) \in CPACS \\
& \quad ACS\(_i\)_c counter + 1; \\
& \quad \text{if } ACS\(_i\)_c counter > threshold\(_p\), \\
& \quad \quad CPACS \leftarrow CPACS \cup \{ACS\(_i\)\}; \\
& \quad \quad PACS \leftarrow PACS \cup \{ACS\(_i\)\}; \end{align*} \)
6. else
7. \( ACS\(_i\)_c counter = 1; \)
8. \( CPACS \leftarrow CPACS \cup \{ACS\(_i\)\}; \)
9. \( \text{if } CNACS \leftarrow \text{CNACS} \setminus (CNACS \cap (PACS \cup NACS)); \)
10. update CNACS timely for somewhat avoiding innocent casualties; */
11. \( \text{Tmp}_\text{ACS} \leftarrow \text{ACS} - \text{ACS} \cap (PACS \cup NACS) \)
12. for each ACS\(_j\) ∈ Tmp\(\text{ACS} \) do
13. \( \begin{align*} & \text{if } ACS\(_j\) \in CNACS \\
& \quad ACS\(_j\)_c counter + 1; \\
& \quad \text{if } ACS\(_j\)_c counter > threshold\(_n\), \\
& \quad \quad CNACS \leftarrow CNACS \setminus \{ACS\(_j\)\}; \\
& \quad \quad NACS \leftarrow NACS \cup \{ACS\(_j\)\}; \\
& \quad \quad \text{Pruning } ACS\(_j\) \text{ in SSN; \}} \end{align*} \)
14. else
15. \( ACS\(_j\)_c counter = 1; \)
16. \( CNACS \leftarrow CNACS \cup \{ACS\(_j\)\}; \)
17. Return Graph SSN, CPACS, PACS, CNACS, NACS

To evaluate our methods, we have manually identified some CSs generated from results in our previous work (Guo, Chen & Feng 2011). We found the fact that some of the generated CSs could not meet users’ real intent, though they were deemed as correct by the composing program. However, it required massive manual tasks and huge time consuming for generating synthetically user requirements scenarios as well as identifying CSs results by human, and it went far enough for the quantities covering the whole network for simulating users’ historical data. Nevertheless, we designed an alternative investigation plan to evaluate the negative links in the underlying networks. Since identifying of a composite service will ultimately depend on its ACSs, i.e. each link in the network, we concocted a questionnaire with four colleagues to identify the 13818 links in SSN. The results demonstrate a serious situation that approximately 44% of the links are negative, as summarized in Figure 4, yet we find negative links also exist in real-life dataset.

![Figure 4: How bad is the situation? Each link in the questionnaire was represented by the begin service, destination service, the text description of the two services parsed from OWL-TC3, as well as parameters residing on the link. The score here represents the No. of participants who identify current link as positive. The result shows 44% links are deemed as negative by all four participators.](image)

**Discussion:** As mentioned above, we have shown the seriousness of negative links in web service network, and presented a reasonable method to prune them. We emphasis that the serious status of negative links can still be avoid to a certain extent through advances in semantic techniques, such as combining the other parts of stateful semantic web services, e.g. the precondition and effect in the state of art semantic web services, e.g. the precondition and effect in the profile of OWL-S. However, there still challenges remain in the state of art semantic web services, and so far now, it remains a tough challenge for including stateful semantic web services in service-based networks. Our methods could be viewed an alternate solution to the problem by leveraging wisdom of the crowd.

In addition, real sense of “social” service networks can be extracted from the collected users’ historical data (such networks are constructed in a “top-down” manner), thus interesting social features can be discovered by SNA for facilitating the state of art, such as community structure, clique structure. A relevant such “top-down” effort was studied in (Tan, Zhang & Foster 2010).

**Related Work**

There is a significant number of related works in the area of SOC. As mentioned above, we have detailed some typical graph-search based automatic service composing methods (Hashemian & Mavaddat 2005, 2006; Shin, Lee & Suda 2009). In this section, we briefly present literatures related to network analysis of web service network.

Due to advances in network analysis techniques, analysis of web service networks has gained a growing interest for facilitating SOC. (Cai 2007) proposed to form avatars (users) and WSDL-based web services within the community into a scale-free network. In (Kil, Oh & Lee 2006; Kil et al. 2009), the authors performed topological analysis on real-world web services networks, and
demonstrated that their networks exhibited small world effect well and somewhat power-law-like distribution. However, further efforts were needed for strengthening services' semantics in matchmaking. Moreover, they also developed services discovery and composition methods in diverse and large-scale service-based networks (Oh, Lee & Kumara 2008).

In terms of SNA for users' historical composite services, (Tan, Zhang & Foster 2010) studied SNA for network based on life-science workflows, and proposed a workflow reuse framework. The essential difference compared to our work is that we focus more on the sequence invoking relationships in composite services, rather than the collaboration features in (Tan, Zhang & Foster 2010). In addition, we consider reusing of ACSs of users' historical composite services, not reusing all-in-one-piece. Another work mentioned here is that (Yu & Woodard 2008) performed some remarkable network analysis on mashups ecosystem collected from Programmableweb.com. Mashups somewhat bear a resemblance to composite services(APIs), and can be viewed as abundant resources by sharing the wisdom of crowds in terms of software reuse, are gaining momentum by academia as well as industrial.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we addressed the issue of optimizing web service network. To cope with the challenges of poor connectivity and negative links in web service network, we have proposed two methods: enrich connectivity by leveraging SNA techniques, as well as pruning negative links based on users' historical composite services. As discussed earlier, we argue that both the two methods have practical significance.

One limitation goes that only atomic web services were considered in this work, our ongoing work is focusing on real-world dataset. As future directions, from the lessons learned, we found that in SPN, services tend to gather into several central clusters consist of I/Os with high similarity, we will extend our network model into a more abstract level to enhance the scalability. Moreover, we will extend our network model into weighted graph through learning from users' historical data (based on the counter of ACS). This is very useful especially when designing interactive and dynamic composition.
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